Abstract.
Introduction and notations. E. C. Lance has recently proved a beautiful extension of Birkhoff ergodic theorem to von Neumann algebra context (cf. [5] ). Since then, several classical almost everywhere pointwise convergence theorems have been extended to von Neumann algebras (cf. [1, 2, 6] ). In this paper we use Lance's results to prove an extension of the random ergodic theorem of H. R. Pitt, S. M. Ulam and J. von Neumann (cf. [7, 9] ). Our proof follows from that of S. Kakutani (cf. [4] ) and Ryll-Nardzewski (cf. [8] ).
We fix a pair (($,, p) where &■ is a von Neumann algebra and p is a faithful normal state on éE. As in the commutative case, we call a kernel a positive linear contraction Tot& into itself such that TÏ = 1, p(Ta) = p(a), p{(Ta)*T{a)) < p{a*a), Va G &. Let $ be the Hubert space of the cyclic representation of & associated to p, £ the cyclic and separating vector. If T is a kernel, we associate to ia canonical contraction fon $ defined by f(a£) = (7a)£, V a G &.
Following E. C. Lance (cf. [5] ) we say that a sequence (an)n7¡sX of â converges p-almost uniformly to an element a of & if for every e > 0, there exists a projection e of 62 such that p(e) 5» 1 -e and limj!(a -a")e\\ = 0 (when & is commutative, 6£ -LX(X, p), with (X, it) a probability space, this convergence coincides, via Egorov's theorem, with the almost everywhere pointwise convergence).
Let (X, p) be a probability space, for each x G X we associate an automorphism tx of & leaving p invariant and we assume that for every a G 6B, the mapping X 3 x -> rxa G & is ultrastrongly measurable. We note (Z, v) -(X, /x)N, ¿E = U»(Z,r;<$,),$ = L2(Z,ir.&y. Proof. Consider the von Neumann algebra 62 = L°°(Z, v; 6E) provided with the faithful normal state p:
V/EL»(Z,r;fi).
Jz
Let T be the mapping of 62 into itself defined by Tf(xx,x2,...) = TXtf(x2,x3,...), fEU"{Z,v;&).
We can easily verify that Tis a kernel of (é£, p). Let a G Ü and / G ¿E defined by f(z) -a, V z G Z. We can apply Lance's ergodic theorem (cf. [5] ): there exists g G 62 such that Tg = g and i "
-2 Tkf^>g p-almost uniformly.
(Lance proved the ergodic theorem for automorphisms but the result remains valid for kernels.) We now need some technical results to characterize g. xh(xn, xn+x,...) dp(x") dp(xn+x) •■• License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since j gj,xx, x2,... ,xN)h{xn, xn+x,...) dp{x") dp{xn+x) ■■■ = ge(xx,...,xn)fji(z)dv(z) = 0.
Combining (5) and (4) we obtain (6) jWtp^Xj, x2,.. .)$\\ dp(xx)dn(x2) ■■■ <j^XM=e.
Therefore the relation (3) implies that ||«p||| < e, Ve > 0. Hence <p| = 0 and <p = 0 (since £ is faithful for 62). We have proved that (7) (g(xu x2,...)h(xx, x2,...)dp(xx)dp ( Now let ek -1/2*, êfi, ZSj as above and consider Z' = Un5>1 f\>n ZEj. We have r-(Z') = 1, and for z G Z' we have/"(z) -» /(z) p-almost uniformly.
Q.E.D. The theorem follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. We also have a converse of the above lemma in the case (Z, v) standard and 62 countably generated: Proof. Assume that for almost every z G Z we have fn(z) -*/(z) p-almost uniformly as n -» oo.
Let £, be the set of contractions of § into itself provided with the strong operator topology, £, is a standard Borel space.
For every e > 0, let Q be the set of pairs (z, e) G Z X £, such that (1) e is a projection, e G 62.
(2)<e|,0»l-e/2- Remarks. The proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 remain valid for nonconstant fields of von Neumann algebras.
